
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
director, data & analytics. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for director, data & analytics

Empowerment of people, enable decision making and create the agility that
will strengthen our offerings within Data Warehousing, Master Data
Management solutions and Business Process Analytics
What is the optimal assortment of channels, messages, and frequency to
maximize LTV net of acquisition costs?
Data Engineering Leadership - Help the team continue to improve their
ability to deliver cutting edge data integration using cloud technologies at
massive scale
Data Products Leadership - Provide vision for building highly usable reports,
dashboards, and custom data products which are designed around your
stakeholders needs
Analytics Leadership - Help the product organization to understand product
usage and identify opportunities for improvement through descriptive &
predictive analytics
Relationship Management - Develop strong relationships with the Product
Managers and key partners to understand the direction of the business
Recruiting - Lead the recruiting activities for your organization, ensuring that
your team consists of outstanding top performers
Mentoring - Your job will be to manage our Managers
Advanced ability to influence peers, senior leaders and others who are not
direct reports
Use statistical / mathematical software to identify, monitor and predict risks
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2 years of experience defining requirements for system audit logging
2 years of experience performing analysis using Digital Analytics clickstream
solutions
2 years of experience with predictive analytics tools (R, SAS, SPSS)
Proven track record in leading initiatives, project management, managing
cross-functional relationships and providing coaching and mentoring
Extensive years progressive business experience
An Accomplished Data Technologist - You have a strong background in data
solutions using data warehouses (Hive, Teradata, Redshift), data pipelines
(built using Pig, Python, Java, and SQL), data visualization platforms (Tableau,
MicroStrategy, D3), and analytics technologies (R, Python)


